Managed Security Services
Total threat protection without compromise

Providing the most appropriate
solutions, the best advice and
highest quality of service.

Overview
Challenges
• As technology becomes

As organisations connect to more internal and external networks,

more advanced so do

there is a correlating increase in the number of potential vulnerabilities

security threats

they are exposed to. In this complex market where selecting and using

• Lack of internal
security expertise

the right product is critical, and the impact of getting it wrong can be
catastrophic, our customers choose Novosco because of our experience

• Time and skills to

and expertise.

proactively monitor threats

Maintaining a strong protective stance in the increasingly volatile

• Timely response to
incidents and threats

threat landscape requires a specialist skill set – and a security
conscious mindset. Security cannot be effective if it is considered
as an afterthought to other infrastructure and application projects.

Use cases

Security considerations run through everything we do, from scoping

• Predictable cost
requirement

new hardware to providing consultancy and managed services.

• Geographically
Novosco’s varied experience across datacentre and network
infrastructure enables us to fully appreciate the complexities of

dispersed sites
• Scalability of existing

customer environments and security considerations which need to
be accommodated, whether they are technical or human processes.

technology
• Proactive monitoring
needed
•

Incident
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Threat detection
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Benefits
Intrusion detection
& management

• Managed Services removes
strain from internal IT
• Improved security
• Lower risk
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Improve Security
Implementing security solutions is not a fit-and-forget scenario. Managing and maintaining is of equally vital
importance to ensure that the solutions in place continue to provide optimal levels of security and peace of
mind for your business.

Lower Risk
With Novosco experts on your side, your organisation has the peace of mind that we do everything we can to
prevent security incidents, but should the worst occur we’re there, minimizing any damage and working to get
everything back on track.

Cost Efficiency
We are an extension of your IT team, providing additional skills and expertise, or to do the tasks that your team
don’t have the time to. This provides better cost efficiency and reduces the probability of a breach, leaving your
IT department free to focus on their core roles. Rather than representing a loss of control over your organisation’s
security, a Managed Security Service from Novosco means your internal team has the time to find innovative new
ways to use IT to better serve the business’ needs, while security is still a priority.
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Proactive
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Analytics and
reporting

Experienced teams of security experts
act and advise on threats and incidents

Award-winning
customer service

Guaranteed service
level agreements

Novosco Managed Security Services
Novosco provide a wide range of managed security services and consultancy. From spam filters and firewall
configurations all the way to DDoS mitigation solutions and proactive threat monitoring, Novosco delivers
outstanding customer service via our highly accredited technical teams and the best in class vendor technologies
we recommend.

Whatever your security requirement, talk to the experts at Novosco to
ensure that your business has the right security solutions and that they
are optimised to protect your organisation.
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